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MEASUREMENT OF ACOUSTICAL IMPEDANCES * 

By (MIss) CHA~RA KANTA. M.Sc. 

(1~cccf1lCd for :/,lfl,jcathm, Fe/nllar), ./. H)'IlJ 

!~. 

ABSTRACT. The present paper d("iril,es ,kterminHtioll of acolfstical i/"petial/[es Ly 
l11easnrillg the electrical impedances of H!~peakt'r under different air loads. It is a ('otlti

nuatjon of the previous work. With a prop .. temperature control. \'cry reliable restllb are "b· 
tained evell for smal1 acoustical impedanc(,s.~ Mcnsurcmcnts of resistance, renctnncc and phase 

in the case of a reflecting surface of 1'rt'eto,. Felt 01' simply a Helmholtz Resonntor have been 
made at different frequencies, Th£' voriatio" lire plo(tfed graphkally. Acoustical resistlll1<'e of 
a Helmholtz Resonator. readance And phlse at different frequcndes show fAir agrt,ement 

with the theory, 

This paper is a continuatioll of previous work which has already been 

published. l The method is indirect but quite capable of measuring- small acOUS

tical impedances \".-ith repeatable n:su1ts. The only defect is that it takes some 

time to compiete one set of observations, othenvlse quite cOllsistellt results are 

obtained with a little care and watchfulness. We have oxtt:l1ded the method to 
the measurement of acoustical impedances of materials obtainable in small 
qlluntities and to Helmholtz resonators. Some results have been obtained iu the 
case of artificial materials composed of a lHl11lber of vaccine tubes. Since the 

experimental procedure is described in detail in the p.aper referred to above, we 

shall first discuss the theoretical background for the evalnation of the acoustical 
resistance and reactance and thl'J1 the n:sults. 

Tht:ory :-The electrical impedance 2,.:1' of a moving-coil receiver is given by 

,. r k,2 
Z,."" = ZLW + Z. .. 2Z; 

-'" -+ (/ '1 

where ZEW is the electrical illlpl'datl(~ of the windings of the coil in the absence of 

vibration of the diaphragm. Z," is the mechanical impH1allce of the vihrating 
system and Zl the air-load impedance .. (/ is the urea of the piston. 

Writing ZI/I=Rp-+jX p, 

• Coptnllluicated by the Indian Physical Soddy. 
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and 

or 

or 

From measurements at X,':\, = 0 

Then 

R",. == 3.2 ohms 
I =H)'7 cms. 

-R/: )-/- :;:;: .918,14 -. I 701= .'r 1094 
aZo .1.2 

X= - X" = -.00,56. 
aZo 

Plltting these values in equation (q) we gel 

(I + .117)2 + .60562 
A= .5750 log ,-_'_">', = .08545. 

(r-.II7F.!+.6oso' # 

From the tables of hyperbolic functions 

tanh A=.08524. 

Putting this value of tanh A in equation (8) we get 

But 

tan C= . II 694 - .08524. =- - .6142. 
- .6056 x .08524 

C= - 31°.55' 

C=B+kl 

360 - 31.55=B +. x J9.7 
30 

tun B= -tan ~7.95= -28.0. 

Radius of the piston tube = 2.R cms. 

a= 7r X 2.82 • 

Now substituting all these values in equationl"o (10) and (II) we get 

similarly 

From equation (12) 

kB= + 535.9- 360= 175 0 .9 

and A ·) (- 2 x .08524) 8;: rt= ntl og -_._-_.- = .92 Il. 

. 2·3°3 

In this way readings were taken for Treetax and Felt at different frequencies 
and Z ... Z •• a and phase change calculated. Tables I and II give the results. 
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It can be seen that reflection coefficient vades with wavelength in both cases. 
It has maxima and minima at different wavelengths; for example, in the case of 
Treetax at A = 30, the coeffident of reflection . approaches a maxima, and then as 
the wavelength increases (l falls down. Beyond..\ = 3S it again starts increasing. 
Resistance also has maxima and minima as the wavelength of sound varies. but 
the change is more marked in the case of reactance. Figure I shows the results 
of 'l'reetax graphically. It can be seen that there are marked minima and maxima 
in all cases and the curve of phase follows the resistance curve very closely. The 
phase goes on increasing with increasing wavelength. showing thereby that at 
lower frequency phase tends to 180". It means that the material behaves like a 
perfect reflector at low freq\1ency as far as phase is concerned. , 
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FIGURE I 
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By comparing the two tables it can be seen that the reflection coefficients are 
smaller in the case of Treetax than Felt, but the cha:nges are more pronounced in 
Treetax. Treetax is harder to touch than Felt, but it has greater resistance to 
sound waves than Felt. Mass per unit area is also greater in the case of Treetax. 
One more physical constant, namely, porosity has to be considered in discussing 
the question of impedance. The author proposes to find out the relation between 
porosity and resistance. Probably then it would be possible to correlate the co
efficient of reflection with the various constants of the material. 

ReSOllatofs ;-Another type of acoustical system of which tbe acoustical im
pedance was determined is Helmholtz Resonator. A hole was bored at the centre 
of a piston disc and to tbis hole was attached a variable cylindrical chamber, so 
that the volume of the resonator could be altered. In the present set of experi
ments the holes were practically of the same size, the volume being adjusted for 
different frequencies. Below is given a typical calculation for the case of a 
~esonator at A=33.S ems. 
The radius of the opening of t he resonator = .27 em. 

Thickness of its neck = .36 em. 
k2 = 1.2732 aZo 

Rp==.2122aZn 

X p =I.I343 aZo 
REL =.9 ohm. 

l- IO.g,scms •. 
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X Xp 
~ = - ,- = - 1.1343· 

aZo 

Putting these values in equation (9~ 

( '.)2 2 A='5~/5610g. I-+-l.Z!.·Z5+ I .1343 C' 

( ')2 " = ·30 3Y· r-x..z,25 +I.1343~ 

From tables of hyperbolic fUllctio~s 

tanh A+.36S22. 

Putting this value of tanh A in eqaation (8) 
'~' 'if 

But 

tun c= !_:302iz-'3()533 = - 2.021 
- l.I~3 x .3652 

C:::: -63~.7' 

C=B+kl 

B= -181.4 

tall B= - .0244. 

Substituting these values of tanh A and - tan B and a = tr X 2.8 2 we get 

2;r= 42 
1T x 2.8~ 

z~. '°3604 -tan 1/>=; = -.-= - .0079 
Z,. .6227 

167 

In the case of resonators it may be noted that the terminal impedance Z2 
gives the impedance of a res01lator since the impedance of the remaining piston 
is infinite. Hence Z2 = Zr + j Zx. The phase in this case is calculated from 
tan tfJ=Zx/Zr where rp is the phase inside the resonator. Table III gives the 

r~s~lt for five different resonators of equal orifice bl.1t different voJumes. 
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TABU III-Resonators 
1 

A 
128.4 28·5 29·2 31.0 34·0 36.0 

Z. 
1

1.493 '958 1.1118 1.328 1·392 J·::I76 

Z. -439 2.288 - 5·797 -11.24 -18.66 I 1.097 

" I .365 .325 .641 ·890 .963 .c;88 

." 136'3' 25°·0 -63.0 -77".1 -83.°0 -86.'1 

... -.-.-.. "- ... ~,.-

11 

A 28.2 29·5 30 •0 31.0 32.0 .~4·0 36.0 

Z, 1.331 1.331 1.054 1. 1OS 1.405 J.I78 1.178 

7,. 4. 166- 1.672 .631 .8r5 2.27 - 9·53 - 9·53 

II ,812 ·5°8 ·357 .378 .602 ·959 ·959 

." 72°·3 51 °.4 3°'·9 -36".4 -SS·.2 -76'·3 -83· 
M·_·. ____ ·~~·_~_,· -.--___ ,. ___ . .. __ ._---------------_. 

III 

A 28.2 29·5 ;)0.0 31.0 
3I.4 I 32.0 33.0 34·0 

Z, 1.226 ].332 1.318 .925 

':::: 1 
1.253 l.267 1455 

Z. 5.546 2.805 2.117 1.148 - 1.273 2·339 - 4.566 

II .887 ·724 .591 .4911 .369 ·397 .634 .824 

til 77°.5 64°.6 SS·.1 51°. 1 35°.6 I -3S•.8 -61·.6 -72°.4 
I ---- .-----~-----~-.. ---------- .. ~--.--.-.-.-.---.~ .-.. "-'-~' - _._,,_ .. -.-~---- .. ,,-

.---~-"---

IV 

A 28.2 31.0 32.0 33.0 335 34.0 36.0 

Z. 1.311 1.247 1.117 ·&19 .623 1.017 1·409 

Z. 8'578 4·3'7 2.231 1.125 .°36 - 1.254 4.28, 

II ·944 .831 .646 .513 -4il2 ·493 .8J2 

." 8] °.3 73··9 63°.4 52°.4 
! 

3··3 - 51 n.o -71 °.8 

V 

" 32.0 33.0 34.0 34·5 3~·0 36 

Z. J ,'11 7 1.447 1.144 .856 .714 1·°42 

Z,' 4.946 4· J46 2·3.13 1·433 , .632 1.61 

I II .848 ·798 .656 .576 .513 .556 

I til 74°.0 70 °.7 63"·9 59"·1 . 41°.5 -57°.1 

¥., 
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The increase of resistance beyond the resonance point is a general effect observed 
in all cases. At resonance frequency the resistance is minimum. According to 
the current theory of Helmholtz Resonator the impedance of a resonator is given by 

Z = R r + R. f -+- j((~ _ £2) 
k 1IIl' 

Zr=Rr+~! 

\'\there R r represents the radiation res'tance given by 
./", 

:". k 2 
R .. ;=f!.~-

l: 2" 

and Rf represents the resi~tance due t~ friction and is given by 

Rr=Je- ./2-~ . irs 'V • 

;~ 

Here r is the radius of theiteck of the resonator. 
1, the length of the *k 
p, the density of air 
v, the kinematic viscosity of air 
I~ = 211' / A, where A is the wavelength of sound 
1II=21Tf, f being- the frequency of sound. 

In the above case 

r = .27 C111. 1= .36 C1ll. '\=33.5 cms. 

R I' = I'b'k. == 2rrffl = 21T x .ooI)_~:ro37 == .252R 
2.. A 33.5 

Rj= II' v 
ii "') 

'36 x .00T3 

1i x .27 3 

Zr = Rr + Rr = .5665. 

f= 1037 cycles/sec. 

From the results it can be seen t113t till' expected re!'istance at resonance i~ 
also of the same order. The increase of resistance beyond resonance is a general 
effect observed in all cases and cannot be attributed to experimental errors. 
Sivian2 has pointed out that the internal resistance term R, depends upon the 
magnitude of the particle velocity in the orifice, and it increases considerably with 
the particle velocity. Since the velocity amplitude is maximum at resonance 
frequency. it seems that the increase of the total resistance is due to (end 
correction.' It can also he seen that the resistance does not go on increasing, but 
starts decreasing after reaching a certain limit. It is clear from the tables that 
the resistance term does not t'xceed r.s ohms in any caSt'. 

The reflection coefficient is also minimum at resonance, showing thereby that 
the absorption of sound is greatest at resonance. Theoretically also it can be seen 
that the value of a. call never be zero but is mini11lulll at resonance. 

2-1387P 
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FIGURE 2 

Figure 2 shows the variation of phase with wavelength. It can be observed 
that at resonance the phase becomes zero and, beyond it, it is negative. On both 
sides of resonance the phase does not go beyond goO in any case. The change of 
Vhase is hetween +900 and -goO in every case. 
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Figure 3 shows the relation between phase and reactance. It is found that 

the phase changes with reactance irrespective of the volume of the resonator. The 
reactance also becomes zero at resonance and then becomes negative which is 
entirely in agreement with theory. The curves for different resonators super
impose each other in this case. 
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